A comparison of in-service teachers’ conceptions of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction and technology-integrated instruction
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Researchers have identified three orders of barriers to probe teachers’ conceptions of technology-integrated instruction, namely extrinsic obstacles, intrinsic obstacles and the lack of design thinking. However, few studies have investigated barriers to teachers’ mobile technology-integrated instruction and compared them with the barriers to their technology-integrated instruction. This study recruited 20 in-service teachers with experience in adopting mobile learning (in practice) to compare their conceptions of the two kinds of barriers. Firstly, we utilised the phenomenographic method and subsequently transformed qualitative interview data into quantitative data. The research results found an additional crucial barrier, namely classroom management. Thus, this study revealed four classifications of barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction. Moreover, teachers with less experience in adopting mobile learning confronted more obstructions to mobile technology-integrated instruction than to technology-integrated instruction at the first-order level (i.e., extrinsic obstacles). On the contrary, teachers with more experience in adopting mobile learning encountered more barriers related to design thinking upon the educational integration of mobile technology over conventional technology. This study provides the field with new insights into understanding teachers’ conceptions of barriers to the adoption of emerging technology-integrated instruction and sheds light for researchers and policymakers who are working on teacher professional development.

Implications for practice or policy:
- This research reveals a framework of the four orders of barriers for providing an understanding of teachers’ barriers to advanced technology-integrated instruction as the technology grows.
- More courses involving design thinking for mobile learning should be provided as part of teacher training.
- Future research should carefully explore the effective solutions for eliminating the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction.
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Introduction

Teachers’ conceptions of technology-integrated instruction

Studies have paid attention to teachers’ conceptions of teaching (Biesta et al., 2015). The conception of teaching refers to a coherent system of the beliefs and personal epistemologies held by teachers about their views on experiencing teaching (M. Chen, Chai, et al., 2021; Teo & Zhou, 2017). Teachers’ conceptions of instruction can be classified into several categories: teacher-centred, student-centred, traditional or constructivist. Several studies have claimed the potential relationship between teachers’ conceptions of teaching and ways of teaching and the crucial effects of their teaching conceptions on students’ learning (Cheng et al., 2016; Taylor & Booth, 2015), highlighting the importance of probing teachers’ conceptions of teaching.
With the continuous advances in information and communication technology (ICT), the way to integrate technology into education is changing. Several studies have asserted that teachers’ adoption of technology in education is affected by their beliefs about technology (Burke et al., 2018; Wachira & Keengwe, 2011), indicating the significance of exploring teachers’ conceptions of technology integration. Technology-integrated instruction refers to a teaching method incorporating appropriate technology into the contexts of teaching and learning in order to promote students’ learning effectiveness (Al-Senaidi et al., 2009). Some educational researchers have investigated the influence of technology integration on education, such as students’ learning achievement, learning attitudes, as well as high-order thinking (e.g., Sezer & Sezer, 2019; Yen, 2020). Furthermore, some studies have highlighted the potential advantages of technology-integrated instruction to promote personalisation (X. Chen, Zou, et al., 2021) and engagement and to facilitate evaluation and prediction (X. Chen et al., 2020; Hwang et al., 2020). The more teachers attain ability in ICT integration, the faster the change in pedagogy (Jung, 2005). Thus, they can use technology more efficiently in the classroom and design better teaching (Uluyol & Şahin, 2016). Teachers are expected to not only master the use of educational technology but also to engage in pedagogical design, such as the design of online learning content and mobile applications (Engeness, 2021).

Factors regarding teachers’ barriers to technology-integrated instruction

Another aspect of technology-integrated instruction has attracted researchers’ attention, that is, barriers to adopting technology for teaching. Barriers to technology integration are an important factor of teachers’ willingness to utilise technology in their classrooms (Blackwell et al., 2013). While integrating technology into the classroom, teachers may encounter various kinds of barriers, and this could lead to different teaching outcomes (Ertmer, 1999). Teachers’ adoption of technology for instruction is related to the degree to which they confront the barriers (Klein et al., 2019).

Ertmer (1999) categorised barriers to technology integration into first-order and second-order barriers. First-order barriers are extrinsic obstacles for teachers, involving lack of equipment, lack of time to plan instruction, technical problems and organisational support; on the contrary, second-order barriers are intrinsic obstacles for teachers, such as beliefs about technology, beliefs about teaching, lack of confidence and openness to change (Prestridge, 2012). Researchers have investigated two types of teachers’ conceptions of barriers to adopting technology-integrated instruction in diverse educational stages, such as early childhood (Blackwell et al., 2013), elementary school (Kopcha, 2012), secondary school (Wood et al., 2005) and college (Pape & Prosser, 2018) and have explored the origins of these barriers.

Furthermore, Tsai and Chai (2012) illustrated one more barrier: lack of design thinking. They regarded design thinking as the tendency to be connected with justified true beliefs, which moves dynamic creation of knowledge into the design style of knowing. Design thinking is an interdisciplinary field that adopts tools, methods, and thinking skills to generate better ideas for solving complex problems in practice (Primus & Sonnenburg, 2018). As a result, it refers to the thinking skills or cognitive processes of creating new artefacts in a human-centred way and could be acquired via the individual’s practice and experience. Moreover, several studies have declared that design thinking can offer teachers required skills for the creative challenge. For example, according to Henriksen et al. (2017), design thinking can provide teachers with scaffolding for creatively handling educational problems of practice via a flexible, accessible structure. This suggests the necessity of probing design thinking abilities in teacher education via specific tools, methods and theory. With the assistance of technology, design thinking facilitates knowledge creation via the process record of the development of new ideas, describing the significance of the teaching design of new educational technology for building understanding (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). Moreover, according to the dynamic nature of the classroom context, teachers need design thinking to be innovative in learning materials, pedagogy, curricula and assessment in different contexts (Burdick & Willis, 2011). Tsai and Chai considered the lack of design thinking, which strives to enhance current teaching and to create what is desired, by teachers as third-order barriers to technology-integrated instruction.

While conducting technology-integrated instruction, teachers may perceive some degree of barriers and their experience of those barriers has a huge influence on their decisions regarding the adoption of technology in school (Kopcha, 2012). It is worth noting that teachers may not be confronted with all of these kinds of barriers; any one of them alone can hinder meaningful integration of technology into their instruction (Ertmer, 1999). Therefore, it is worth conducting a detailed investigation into teachers’
conceptions of barriers to advanced technology-integrated instruction as the technology grows and to explore effective ways to overcome the barriers.

**Ways to overcome teachers’ barriers to technology-integrated instruction**

To overcome first-order barriers, researchers have suggested institutions to improve resources (e.g., hardware, software, and planning time) (Glogger-Frey et al., 2015) and enhance teachers’ technical competence (Uluyol & Şahin, 2016). Furthermore, Goktas et al. (2013) surveyed 1,373 Turkish primary school teachers with regard to their conceptions of the barriers to integrating technology into instruction and found that they considered “allocation of more budget and specific units for teachers or peer support” and “high quality training for ICT in pre-service teacher education” (p. 1) to be the most effective enablers.

Some studies have focused on eliminating second-order barriers by means of developing pedagogical models of technology integration or enhancing skills of pedagogical practices (Ertmer, 1999). For example, Wachira and Keengwe (2011) surveyed the relationships between teachers’ beliefs about technology and their decisions regarding how to conduct technology-integrated instruction. Teachers’ technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPACK) has been utilised in the quest for better instruction (Tseng et al., 2016), and researchers have regarded it as being a solution to the technology integration issue (e.g., Klein et al., 2019; Tsai & Chai, 2012). To a certain degree, a teacher with stronger TPACK competence can settle the technology integration issue from a knowledge perspective (Tsai & Chai, 2012). Although many barriers impede teachers’ knowledge of practice or hinder them from carrying out their beliefs, intrinsic obstacles to teachers’ technology integration could be removed by providing practical training activities, collaborative learning or activities to assist in changing their beliefs (Unger & Tracey, 2013).

In a classroom, students and contexts are so dynamic that the teacher needs to exert their design thinking to synthesise learning materials or to create adequate learning activities (Tsai & Chai, 2012). However, teachers’ skills in problem-solving and innovation in practice may not only depend on their teaching experience; thus, more educational training, support and scaffolding are required for engaging them in design thinking practice (Burdick & Willis, 2011; Henriksen et al., 2017). Furthermore, due to rapid advances in technology, knowledge of the latest hardware, software and terminology may be outmoded in a few years (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). Thus, it is crucial for teachers to cultivate design capacity for different technology-integrated instruction, such as mobile technology.

**Trends and gaps in mobile technology-integrated instruction**

Owing to the rapid advancements in communication and mobile technology (e.g., personal digital assistants, smartphones or tablet computers), researchers have adopted mobile technology in education to facilitate learning, anytime and anywhere (Chin & Wang, 2021; Hwang & Fu, 2019). Researchers have used a number of terms to refer to instruction via mobile technology integration, such as mobile technology-integrated instruction, mobile technology-assisted instruction (C. H. Chen & Tsai, 2021), mobile technology-enhanced instruction (Hwang & Wu, 2014), mobile technology-supported instruction (Jong et al., 2018) or mobile learning (Kearney & Maher, 2019). Mobile technology-integrated instruction refers to a more specific concept of using mobile technologies in education. Researchers have proposed different perspectives on mobile technology-integrated instruction, such as learning by taking advantage of mobile technologies (Hwang & Wu, 2014), anywhere anytime learning (Laine et al., 2010) and learning mobility (Baran, 2014). In this study, we use the term mobile technology-integrated instruction to more neutrally represent the aforementioned idea, since mobile technology-integrated instruction does not necessarily produce positive outcomes in learning. For example, in a review paper, Chee et al. (2017) found that some studies using mobile technology-integrated instruction may also have negative effects on students’ learning. Nevertheless, some studies have illustrated the benefits of using mobile technology-integrated instruction, such as the affordance of authentic learning activities, inquiry learning experience, timely learning guidance and enhancement of students’ engagement, learning and higher order thinking skills (C. H. Chen, 2020; Li & Wong, 2020). Furthermore, several review studies on mobile technology-integrated instruction have found that the major part of the papers addressed issues of teachers’ learning effectiveness (e.g., Hwang & Fu, 2020; Liu et al., 2021). Thus, few studies have investigated teachers’ conceptions of teaching in the context of mobile technology-integrated instruction. Hsieh and Tsai (2017) interviewed 15 teachers and revealed six qualitatively different conceptions, namely “meeting students’ preferences”, “conducting classes with efficiency”, “invigorating and enhancing learning”,
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“parting from traditional teaching”, “focusing on student ownership” and “extending learning beyond school” (p. 82). Another example is C. H. Chen and Tsai’s (2021) study, which adopted a phenomenographic approach to investigate in-service teachers’ conceptions of mobile technology-integrated instruction and revealed seven qualitatively different conceptions. This hierarchy portrayed a trajectory from teacher- or content-oriented learner- or learning-oriented conceptions and described that mobile technology provides opportunities to enhance student-centred learning.

Rapid progress in computer and mobile technology constantly changes the kinds of environmental barriers to teachers’ technology-integrated instruction (Jong & Tsai, 2016; Mueller et al., 2008). Although the character of the barriers may change, investigation of some of the previous barriers remains worthwhile (Wood et al., 2005). Barriers to technology-integrated instruction, such as fear of change, lack of resources and lack of training, also obstruct the integration of mobile technology into the classroom (O’Bannon & Thomas, 2014). Moreover, Looi et al. (2015) proposed that lack of exemplification of pedagogical designs is still the major gap in mobile learning. Up to now, far too little attention has been paid to in-service teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction. Thus, probing teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction and comparing them with those to their technology-integrated instruction is a significant issue for instructors or researchers.

**Purpose of the study**

Although a large number of classrooms have been well-equipped with technology, many teachers still perceive themselves as being ill-prepared for sufficient adoption of technology to transform instruction (Livingston & Flores, 2017). The decision to adopt technological instruction is complex and influenced by a variety of factors (Klein et al., 2019). In recent decades, mobile devices have been referred to as an effective learning tool when used with teaching applications and mobile learning has become increasingly popular in elementary schools (Hwang & Fu, 2019). Investigating what conceptions elementary teachers have of instruction and the barriers they face is essential for providing them with professional training and support (Hammack & Ivey, 2019). Furthermore, Louws et al. (2017) foresaw that teachers with different experiences of teaching may differ in what they would like to learn and how. A thorough investigation into teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction is therefore needed, since integrating appropriate pedagogical strategies with mobile technology for enhanced learning effectiveness has been a significant issue (Looi et al., 2015).

Thus, this study explored teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction and compared them with those to conventional technology-integrated instruction by means of a mixed-methods approach for analysing participants’ different conceptions of the barriers. In view of what has been mentioned so far, 20 elementary school teachers were interviewed. The research questions were:

1. What are the categories of barriers to technology-integrated instruction and those to mobile technology-integrated instruction revealed by the teachers?
2. What are the differences between teachers’ conceptions of barriers to technology-integrated instruction and barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction?
3. What are the associations between teachers’ conceptions of barriers to technology-integrated instruction and barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction?

**Method**

**Participants**

A total of 20 elementary school teachers participated in individual interviews. All participants (2 males and 18 females) were from two elementary schools in Taipei, Taiwan. The participants conducted mobile technology-integrated instruction in diverse courses, such as Mandarin, English, Mathematics, Science and Technology, Social Studies, Arts and Humanities, and Integrative Activities. Their ages ranged from 25 to 55 ($M = 42.6$), while the number of years of their teaching experience, technology-integrated teaching experience and mobile technology-integrated teaching experience ranged from 2 to 28 ($M = 15.8$), 2 to 15 ($M = 12.1$) and 1 to 15 ($M = 3.85$) years respectively. Given such diverse backgrounds, the sample can, to a certain extent, provide an opportunity to shed light on how experienced teachers think about integrating mobile technology into their classrooms. The participants were selected based on their having more than 1
year of experience in conducting courses supported by mobile technology-integrated instruction, with every student equipped with a tablet during school time. Moreover, each school provides a mobile-learning platform with some specific functions related to mobile learning, such as timely feedback and digital records for learning anytime and anywhere. The participants were protected by hiding their individual information. They knew that participation was voluntary and that they could quit at any time.

Data collection from the interviews

In 2016, one of us (C.-H. C.) conducted individual semi-structured interviews with each teacher. The interviews were not limited in time and took approximately 30–40 minutes. The guiding interview items for evaluating the teachers’ conceptions regarding the barriers to technology-integrated instruction were designed based on the studies by Trigwell et al. (1994) and Tsai (2009), as shown below:

- Was there anything about technology-integrated teaching that you found difficult?
- Could you describe what an ideal teaching environment would look like? Why?

The interview items for exploring the teachers’ conceptions regarding the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction were similar to those of technology-integrated instruction, as presented below:

- Was there anything about teaching via mobile learning that you found difficult?
- Could you describe what an ideal mobile teaching environment would look like? Why?

All of the interviews were carried out in Chinese, the teachers’ mother tongue. Every interview was audio-recorded and then fully transcribed by two of us (C.-H. C. & C.-C. T.). The verbatim transcripts of the teacher interviews were analysed to probe their conceptions of technology-integrated instruction and mobile technology-integrated instruction.

Data analysis of the interviews

The verbatim transcripts of the teacher interviews were analysed by means of the phenomenographic method, as described by Marton (1981). The phenomenographic method is a kind of qualitative methodology, combining interviews, protocol and conversation, for analysing participants’ hierarchically related issues of interest (Richardson, 1999). By way of classification of the descriptions of the phenomena experienced, the structural constitution of the means is presented (C. H. Chen & Tsai, 2021). Some critical sentences and keywords about teachers’ views were carefully selected. Subsequently, the differences and similarities of the sentences and keywords in the teachers’ interviews related to their technology-integrated instruction and mobile technology-integrated instruction were extracted. Therefore, some qualitatively different classifications of description of the barriers of teachers’ (mobile) technology-integrated instruction were generated via the differences and similarities in the teachers’ main ideas. Overall, the phenomenographic analysis performed in this study was used to generalise some classifications of descriptions with characteristics of qualitatively different ideas about the barriers to teachers’ (mobile) technology-integrated instruction.

Two of us (C.-H. C. & C.-C. T.) independently categorised all the verbatim transcripts into classifications of barriers. The percentage of agreement concerning the barriers to technology-integrated instruction and those to mobile technology-integrated instruction was calculated to demonstrate the intercoder reliability, indicating that the agreement was 88% and 82%, respectively.

Results

Categories of barriers to technology-integrated instruction and those to mobile technology-integrated instruction

Even though the features of the barriers may change as the technology developed, several studies (e.g., Kopcha, 2012; Pape & Prosser, 2018; Tsai & Chai, 2012) provided good references for probing teachers’ conceptions of barriers (e.g., extrinsic obstacles, intrinsic obstacles and the lack of design thinking) to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction. Interestingly, according to the teachers in this study, classroom
management plays a crucial role in (mobile) technology-integrated instruction. Many of the teachers considered classroom management to be a significant barrier when using technology in their classrooms. Thus, we regarded classroom management as another significant barrier to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction. This view is consistent with the description expressed by Ertmer (1999), that classroom management problems may happen as a result of teachers’ preference for the control of students’ learning. For example, in this study, a teacher illustrated her conceptions of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction as follows:

During the learning activity, some students did not always concentrate on the course; they used another app on the mobile device instead. They minimised the designated app and used another app for music or movies.

Classroom management can be a higher order barrier for technology integration than teachers’ personal beliefs. Although a teacher has the willingness to change, classroom management problems may still occur. Accordingly, in this study, we proposed four classifications of the barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction as hierarchical categories, namely extrinsic obstacles, intrinsic obstacles, classroom management and the lack of design thinking (as shown in Table 1), based on several frameworks (e.g., Ertmer, 1999; Tsai & Chai, 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Examples of barriers to technology-integrated instruction</th>
<th>Examples of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First order</td>
<td>Extrinsic obstacles for teachers, including lack of equipment, technical problems and organisational support</td>
<td>In conventional classrooms, recorders are always insufficient. Students cannot easily modify their pronunciation through listening to their own voices.</td>
<td>The apps may not work reliably on older mobile devices. It is difficult for me to teach if the mobile device or other equipment does not work reliably.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second order</td>
<td>Intrinsic obstacles for teachers, such as beliefs about teaching and technology, and openness to change</td>
<td>I cannot be sure of the learning situation of every student or how well they understand the learning conceptions.</td>
<td>I think that mobile devices are still a pure tool for facilitating students’ learning. I need to learn how to effectively take advantage of a mobile device rather than be restricted by it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third order</td>
<td>Barriers to classroom management</td>
<td>It is difficult to master the students’ engagement. Although students sometimes looked at the teacher, they did not pay attention to what the teacher did.</td>
<td>A student may be attracted to the mobile device. Other apps on the device may sometimes distract his attention from his learning. I need to remind him to focus on the study. There is a lot of content on the mobile device, and some interesting matters could be triggered via the button or some other means.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth order</td>
<td>Lack of design thinking</td>
<td></td>
<td>If the course is well-designed, students can be immersed in the learning process. It is a challenge for me to adopt adequate mobile technology at the right time and in the right place to improve students’ learning effectiveness.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Teachers may confront various different order barriers while conducting technology-integrated instruction. Moreover, many of the barriers mentioned by the teachers in this study were present in previous studies (e.g., Ertmer, 1999; Tsai & Chai, 2012), but some were less mentioned. It is worth exploring the variety of the barriers to teachers’ technology-integrated instruction as time goes by. Table 2 presents the distribution of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction illustrated by the teachers. Among the 20 elementary school teachers, eight (40%) expressed only one level of barriers to technology-integrated instruction, while the others (60%) encountered multiple barriers that constrained their technology integration.

Table 2
Teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Second order</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third order</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, second order</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, third order</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second order, third order</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, second order, third order</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 3, seven (35%) among the 20 elementary school teachers demonstrated only one level of barrier to mobile technology-integrated instruction in their interview transcriptions. The others met more than one category when integrating technologies into education. Specifically, three teachers illustrated all four levels of barriers.

Table 3
Teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First order</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second order</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third order</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, third order</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, fourth order</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third order, fourth order</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, second order, third order</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, second order, fourth order</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, second order, fourth order, fourth order</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First order, second order, third order, fourth order</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Differences between the barriers to technology-integrated instruction and mobile technology-integrated instruction

Human conceptions are mixed and overlapping (C. H. Chen & Tsai, 2021; Kember, 1997). This implies that clearly representing teachers’ conceptions is difficult. To further analyse and reveal teachers’ conceptions of barriers to technology-integrated instruction, their interview results were presented by way of “main” and “achieved” levels, as utilised by Tsai (2009) and Yang and Tsai (2010). In this study, the “main” level idea was applied to depict predominant conceptions of the barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction as described by the teachers, while the “achieved” level represented the highest order classification of teachers’ barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction.

For example, a teacher described her conception of the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction as follows:

It is a problem to connect mobile devices with a wireless LAN network when teaching outdoors. On the other hand, in the classroom, my teaching was sometimes interrupted due to the app or mobile signal strength, but I had no idea what to do. Moreover, the apps may not work reliably. With regard to teacher preparation, it takes a great deal more time on the course design. (Teacher A)
According to the interview quote above, the main conception of the teacher related to software, hardware and information literacy, which is categorised as first-order barriers. Her “main” level idea of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction belongs to the first-order barriers (see Table 1). Furthermore, only one idea about course design – a fourth-order level barrier – was revealed. As expressed in Tsai and Chai’s (2012) study, the lack of design thinking by teachers is a higher order category of barriers to technology-integrated instruction than the lack of adequate access and institutional support; thus, her “achieved” level barrier of mobile technology-integrated instruction was classified as fourth-order level.

By way of illustration, Tsai (2009) asserted that personal conceptions can be differentiated more finely with the analysis of the “achieved” conceptions, especially for the same category of personal “main” conceptions, but with subtle differences. Several studies on the barriers of technology-integrated instruction have described that a teacher may confront several different-order barriers when integrating technologies into education (e.g., van Praag & Sanchez, 2015; Wang et al., 2014). The approach of “main” and “achieved” conceptions may be a meaningful way to analyse teachers’ barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction, including various different-order levels.

For instance, one of the three teachers with barriers across the first and third orders (Table 3) illustrated her conceptions of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction as follows:

I am confused about the breakdown of the mobile device or a slow Internet connection. Students were very excited about mobile learning in the beginning. Once they got mobile devices, they were very happy. They considered them as toys; however, their interest in the devices declined after finding that they were learning tools. Moreover, online games may distract students from their learning. (Teacher B)

Another teacher with barriers across the first and third orders (Table 3) described her conceptions of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction as below:

It took more time to familiarise the students with the operation of the mobile device and software. Furthermore, students’ information literacy needs to be enhanced when conducting mobile learning. During the mobile learning activity, it should be confirmed that the students were performing adequate operations. (Teacher C)

Teacher B was categorised as expressing third-order barriers for her “main” conceptions of mobile technology-integrated instruction and Teacher C referred to first-order barriers. On the other hand, the “achieved” conceptions of both teachers were considered to be third-order barriers, describing the teachers’ potential conceptions of the barriers. Thus, the utilisation of the “main” and “achieved” levels can attain a clearer profile of the teachers’ conceptions of the barriers and the results can thus be conveniently analysed. Furthermore, with regard to technology-integrated instruction, a teacher illustrated her ideas as follows:

When posing a question, I was not sure whether the students exactly understood the meaning of that question. I thought that teachers could not clearly grasp each student’s learning situation in the classroom. Moreover, some students always just listen to their peers without discussion in a collaborative learning environment. (Teacher D)

According to the framework of the four-order barriers of technology-integrated instruction, the teacher’s “main” ideas and their “achieved” ideas of technology-integrated instruction were labelled as second-order barriers and third-order barriers respectively.

The descriptive statistics of teachers’ “main” conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction and mobile technology-integrated instruction are shown in Table 4. Among the 20 teachers, three, 10 and seven conveyed their “main” conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction at the first-, second- and third-order levels respectively. Moreover, none of the teachers mentioned any fourth-order barriers regarding design thinking. On the other hand, the levels of the teachers’ “main” conceptions of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction were eight, four, six and two in ascending order respectively. It is worth noting that eight teachers (40%) indicated their “main” conceptions of the barriers at the first-order level. Moreover, the levels of teachers’ “main” conceptions
about the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction trend slightly upwards according to their experience in adopting mobile learning.

To further explore the possible differences between the “main” conceptions of barriers to technology-integrated instruction and those of mobile technology-integrated instruction, a chi-square analysis was conducted in this study. A significant difference was proven with $\chi^2 = 7.86 \ (p < 0.05)$, implying that the distribution of teachers’ “main” conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction were significantly different from those of mobile technology-integrated instruction. Moreover, a post hoc test was utilised to recognise which levels of the teachers’ conceptions about the two kinds of barriers were significantly different. The analytical results showed that only a significant difference between the two kinds of barriers was confirmed for the second-order barriers. Therefore, the teachers expressed that they suffered more intrinsic obstacles to technology-integrated instruction than those to mobile technology-integrated instruction, indicating the significant dissimilarity in teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to the two kinds of technology-integrated instruction.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Barriers to technology-integrated instruction: no. (%)</th>
<th>Barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction: no. (%)</th>
<th>Experience in adopting mobile learning: years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First order</td>
<td>3 (15%)</td>
<td>8 (40%)</td>
<td>3.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second order</td>
<td>10 (50%)</td>
<td>4 (20%)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third order</td>
<td>7 (35%)</td>
<td>6 (30%)</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth order</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>2 (10%)</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$x^2 (3, n = 40) = 7.86, \ p < 0.05$

With respect to the teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of the barriers, Table 5 portrays the distribution of their conceptions of the barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction. Based on their statements, teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction were labelled as neither first order nor fourth order. Ten teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction reached the second order, while the other 10 teachers reached the third order. With regard to teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of the barriers of mobile technology-integrated instruction, five, one, seven and seven teachers were categorised into the first-, second-, third- and fourth-order levels respectively. The majority of the teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of the barriers to integrating mobile technologies into education belonged to higher order levels, such as the third- and fourth- order barriers. Furthermore, the more years teachers had experience in adopting mobile learning, the closer they were to reaching higher order levels of “achieved” conceptions of the barriers.

In this study, a chi-square analysis was conducted for evaluating the possible differences between the “achieved” conceptions of barriers to technology-integrated instruction and those to mobile technology-integrated instruction described by the teachers. A significant difference was confirmed ($x^2 = 25.72, \ p < 0.001$), indicating that the “achieved” conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction expressed by the teachers were significantly different from those of mobile technology-integrated instruction.

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order</th>
<th>Barriers to technology-integrated instruction: no. (%)</th>
<th>Barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction: no. (%)</th>
<th>Experience in adopting mobile learning: (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First order</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>5 (25%)</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second order</td>
<td>10 (50%)</td>
<td>1 (5%)</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third order</td>
<td>10 (50%)</td>
<td>7 (35%)</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth order</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>7 (35%)</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$x^2(3, n = 40) = 25.72, \ p < 0.001$
To further investigate the possible differences in the four order levels of the barriers to the two kinds of technology-integrated instruction, a post hoc test was adopted, with the result showing that significant differences were found at the first-, second- and fourth-order levels. The teachers illustrated more first-order obstacles to mobile technology-integrated instruction than to technology-integrated instruction. In the interviews, in general, they stated that mobile technologies are likely to suffer from interrupted service and that they cannot find out what the problem is. The “achieved” conceptions of the first-order barriers occurred frequently to those teachers with less experience in adopting mobile learning ($M = 1.6$ years). The teachers’ conceptions of the barriers which achieved the second-order level are also quite different. The teachers described their barriers to integrating technologies into education, while only one stated the impediment to conducting mobile technology-assisted instruction. Conventional technologies cannot satisfy some of the interviewed teachers who want to urgently address the students’ learning situation. On the contrary, most of them considered that mobile technologies have the advantage of adaptive teaching by means of instant feedback and prompts, which conventional technologies lack. Most teachers also presented high willingness to change learning contexts. According to the results of the interviews, teachers who engaged in mobile learning had strong beliefs about mobile technology-integrated instruction, implying their abilities to conquer the second-order barriers. Furthermore, a significant difference was confirmed in the fourth-order barriers of the two kinds of technology-integrated instruction. None of the interviewed teachers mentioned design thinking in relation to technology-integrated instruction, whereas 35% spent a great amount of time designing courses for mobile learning.

**Association between teachers’ conceptions of barriers to technology-integrated instruction and barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction**

In this study, the association between teachers’ barriers to technology-integrated instruction and mobile technology-integrated instruction was investigated via the analysis of the conceptions of individual teachers. Table 6 describes all the combinations of individual teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction. For example, two teachers’ “main” conceptions of barriers to integrating technologies into education were categorised as the first-order level, whereas their “main” conceptions of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction were classed as the second-order level. The results in Table 6 present that nine among the 20 teachers held lower order conceptions of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction than to technology-integrated instruction. Most of them were confronted with first-order level barriers (eight teachers), especially problems of hardware and software. Five teachers expressed identical levels at the “main” conceptions of barriers to both kinds of technology-integrated instruction. Furthermore, six teachers expressed their “main” conceptions of barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction at a higher level than their conceptions of barriers to technology-integrated instruction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BTII (Order)</th>
<th>First order</th>
<th>Second order</th>
<th>Third order</th>
<th>Fourth order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First order</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second order</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third order</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. BTII = barriers to technology-integrated instruction; BMTII = barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction.*

A similar investigation into the association between teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of technology-integrated instruction and mobile technology-integrated instruction was executed in this study, as depicted in Table 7. Five teachers tended to have lower order conceptions of the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction than to technology-integrated instruction, all of whom encountered obstacles of the first-order level in operating mobile technologies in the classroom. Five teachers revealed the same order of barriers to the two kinds of technology-integrated instruction. Ten teachers had higher order conceptions of the barriers to the mobile technology-integrated instruction and seven considered the design thinking in mobile learning as a barrier to integrating mobile technology into education.
Table 7
Association between teachers’ “achieved” ideas of technology-integrated instruction and mobile technology-integrated instruction (N = 20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BTII (Order)</th>
<th>First order</th>
<th>Second order</th>
<th>Third order</th>
<th>Fourth order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second order</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third order</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth order</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. BTII = barriers to technology-integrated instruction; BMTII = barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction.

Discussion and conclusions

Research has illustrated that any kind of barrier can impede meaningful technology-integrated instruction, and the tendency to integrate technologies into the classroom is related to the degree of barriers that teachers face (Blackwell et al., 2013; Wachira & Keengwe, 2011). This study revealed a framework of four classifications of barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction, namely extrinsic obstacles, intrinsic obstacles, classroom management and the lack of design thinking. Among the four classifications, classroom management is regarded as a significant barrier to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction (Bingimlas, 2009), but has seldom been depicted in research. Furthermore, this study revealed that the teachers’ conceptions of the barriers of mobile technology-integrated instruction were significantly different from those of technology-integrated instruction. This could be due to the differences between the concepts of the two types of technology integration. Technology-integrated instruction refers to a general concept of the use of technologies in education, while mobile technology-integrated instruction is regarded as a more specific concept of the utilisation of mobile technologies in education. Such a finding also corresponds to what has been proposed by Goktas et al. (2013), who illustrated that the kinds of impediments to teachers’ technology-integrated instruction may change due to the development of the information technology.

With regard to the barriers to technology-integrated instruction, this study reveals that teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of the barriers focused on the second- and third-order levels. None of the interviewed teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction pertained to the first-order level. With advancements in ICT, educational technology is well developed, particularly in terms of the stability and reliability of the software and hardware (Huang & Hwang, 2021). Moreover, technology-integrated instruction has been the focus of attention in Taiwan for decades (Chauhan, 2017). It is reasonable that fewer teachers confront the first-order level barriers of technology-integrated instruction. This is consistent with the assertion expressed by Mueller et al. (2008), who described that the obstruction to technology integration has shifted from the first-order level, such as hardware, software and technical issues, to higher order levels (i.e., individual and environmental factors). It also complies with Ertmer (1999), who asserted that teachers who have reached higher levels of technology use would confront fewer first-order barriers. However, there were no teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to technology-integrated instruction which attained the fourth order, namely design thinking. This finding implies that the interviewed teachers did not consider the obstruction of design thinking when combining education with technology. This result may be related to the teachers’ conceptions of the second-order barriers to technology-integrated instruction. They deemed that the conventional technology hardly satisfies the learning context nowadays, indicating the necessity of integrating advanced technology into education, such as mobile technology.

Unlike the distribution of the barriers for technology-integrated instruction, the teachers’ “achieved” conceptions of the barriers of mobile technology-integrated instruction are almost evenly distributed over the first-, third- and fourth-order levels. One interesting finding is that the second-order barriers were barely mentioned, implying that teachers who engage in mobile learning have strong beliefs in mobile technology-integrated instruction, and expressed their abilities to conquer the second-order barriers. Such a result corresponds to the description in several previous studies – some teachers, who have redefined teacher roles and embraced alternative teaching practices, would not confront second-order barriers (Ertmer, 1999). Studies have proven that mobile learning is of benefit to students’ learning, for example, by providing authentic learning activities and leading to improvement in the students’ higher order thinking skills (C. H.
Chen, 2020; Jong et al., 2018; Li & Wong, 2020). This finding also reinforces the significance of the integration of mobile technology into education.

Although mobile technology can afford opportunities for teachers to create new learning environments and conquer some barriers to technology-integrated instruction, different forms of barriers were generated with mobile educational technologies. For example, compared to the barriers to technology-integrated instruction, teachers were inclined to have lower order conceptions of the barriers to mobile technology-integrated instruction on the first-order level. Moreover, the teachers in this study with less experience in adopting mobile learning frequently faced obstructions of the first-order level. This implies that teachers would confront obstacles of the first-order level in operating advanced technology, and they need more assistance to become skilled in the use of the new technology. Despite the view expressed by Prestridge (2012) that first-order barriers are being overcome, the teachers still confront impediments of new technology, such as mobile technology. To conquer these barriers, professional development activities are required in pre-service and in-service training (Goktas et al., 2013; Kopcha, 2012).

Mobile technology can not only facilitate students’ learning at the right time and in the right place but also promote student-centred learning (C. H. Chen & Tsai, 2021; Jong & Tsai, 2016). A great number of professional and creative skills in teaching design are essential for mobile technology-integrated instruction; however, teachers with more experience in adopting mobile learning still encountered fourth-order barriers. More courses involving design thinking for mobile learning should be provided as part of teacher training.

Advanced technology can bring new opportunities for students’ learning. This study analysed teachers’ conceptions of the barriers to (mobile) technology-integrated instruction and compared the differences between their conceptions of the two kinds of technology-integrated instruction. Teachers with different experience of teaching would differ in their conceptions of teaching (Louws et al., 2017); this study further reveals the differences between the teachers’ barriers to technology-integrated instruction and those to advanced technology-integrated instruction. The findings of this study make several contributions to the field. First, advanced technology may promote teachers’ beliefs about technology-integrated instruction, so as to conquer the second-order barriers. Second, classroom management could be a usual barrier to technology-integrated instruction despite the technology advances. Third, teachers may face the first-order barriers when adopting new technology in the initial stages and perceive higher order barriers after gaining more technology-integrated teaching experience. Such findings provide an understanding of teachers’ conceptions of barriers to advanced technology-integrated instruction and would be of interest to researchers or governments who engage in teacher professional development.

The small sample size is a limitation of this study. Large-scale data collection is suggested for future research. It is also worth exploring teachers’ conceptions by adopting various technologies for instruction (such as mobile technology, digital games or virtual reality) and investigating possibly different types of barriers cross varying technologies.
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